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(This handout gives a summary of important points from our poster presentation.) 

Goals 
• Dictionary software for sign languages, comparable to what is available for spoken languages: 

• Any sign language, structured around the sign language lexicon 
• Glosses and translations in one or more languages (spoken or signed) 
• A true dictionary, not just a wordlist 

• Support community members (and linguists) in developing dictionaries 
• Easy to learn and use; minimal background in linguistics required 
• Self-contained and portable 
• Free of charge 

• Multi-platform: Windows and Mac OS X 

Features 
• Video for signs, example sentences 
• Grammatical category 
• Dialect variation 
• Multiple senses 

• Multiple glossing languages 
• Video and text comments, images 
• Icon-based interface for ease of learning 
• Lookup by phonological parameters or gloss 

Lookup by phonological parameters needs broad categories 
SooSL provides categories for coding and lookup for handshape, location, motion, and non-

manuals. 

Key design principle: Coding signs for lookup is not transcription—less is more.  

For finding signs in a dictionary, we don’t want to code for every contrastive detail (unlike what might 
be needed for transcription or analysis). 

• For the user, coding based on broad categories makes signs easier to find.  
• With narrow categories, users may look for a sign using some category other than what the 

compiler chose.  
• It is better to search too broadly, and have to sift through several results, than to search too 

narrowly and not find the sign at all.  
• For the compiler, a simple coding system with a smaller number of broad categories is easier to use. 

Website for download 
Current version (0.8.5, Windows XP and later, OS X 10.6.8 and later) and a sample database are 

available online: 

http://www.soosl.net   contact@soosl.net 
SooSL is © 2016 by SIL International, and is released without charge under an open source license. 
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